CARGO STORAGE

46,000 m³
11,200 MT

def of cargo stored in Maiduguri, Monguno, Banki and Ngala managed by
Première Urgence Internationale, INTERSOS, Solidarités International et Solidarités Africa

ON BEHALF OF 84 ORGANISATIONS

ACTED: ACTION AGAINST HUNGER, ALIMA, CARE INTERNATIONAL, CARE USA, CENTRAL RELIEF SERVICES, CENTRE FOR INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH, CHAD INTERNATIONAL, CHRISTIAN AID, DANISH RED CROSS, DEVELOPMENT CENTRE, DISASTER RECOVERY, ECHO, FEDORO, FONDATION DU COEUR, INTERSOS, INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS, INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS FOR Migration, INTERVENTION, INTERNATIONAL RESCUE COMMITTEE, INTERSOS, MALTEER INTERNATIONAL, MEDICINE DU MONDE FRANCE, MERCEDES, MSF SPAIN, MSF SWITZERLAND, REFUGEE REHABILITATION, ROH, UNHCR, UNICEF, VSO.

&

AIR CARGO CONSOLIDATION

228 m³
78 MT

of air cargo facilitated in coordination with UNHAS to 11 locations

ON BEHALF OF 21 ORGANISATIONS

ACTED: ACTION AGAINST HUNGER, ALIMA, CARE INTERNATIONAL, IOM, INTERSOS, JPS, MALTEER, MSF SPAIN, MSF SWITZERLAND, REHABILITATION, UNHCR, UNICEF, VSO.

&

COORDINATION AND CONSOLIDATION OF TRUCK MOVEMENT REQUESTS

17,316

truck movements facilitated, out of which 10,357 required a military escort

FACILITATED ON BEHALF OF 29 ORGANISATIONS

ACTED: ACTION AGAINST HUNGER, ALIMA, CARE, CHRYSTIANA, CNN, DRC, ECHO, ENDA, EU, FREE, GLOC SURF, IOM, INTERSOS, IRIN, JPS, KNG, MEY, MERCY CORPS, OCHA, PLAN INTERNATIONAL, PPR, RAF, IRIN, REHABILITATION, REFUGEE REHABILITATION, ROH, UNHCR, UNICEF, VSO.
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